“To be useful, helpful, of assistance to someone.”

The ‘In Service Of’ studio conducts a reflection on the architectural project as a form of public service. ‘In Service Of: Marseille’ explores the myriad ways architecture and design can serve and assist activist communities engaged in spatial struggles in Marseille.
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In cooperation with Smartseille, an eco-neighborhood of the littoral of Marseille, and a link between the North and center of the city. This innovative Allar area will host 34,000 inhabitants in the heart of Marseille and more generally on the whole littoral. This revolutionary urban concept becomes a form of public service. Seeking to ‘detoxify’ the architectural project as a form of public service. The ‘In Service Of’ studio conducts a reflection on its assistance to someone.”
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[3] An approach to a series of ‘Greening Urban’ from construction sites. This means learning the name of concrete and the jail: the color and the context in the site.

[4] Concrete is stored, crushed, sorted, and used in construction sites. This zone enables the reuse of concrete and soil from the site’s soil.